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QUESTION 1

As tenant administrator for tenant deptA, you are asked to create a new account for deptA-user to access data in tenant
deptA. Which two actions would you choose? (Choose two.) 

A. Log into the System Management Console (https://admin.hcp-ma.example.com:8000). 

B. Log into the Tenant Management Console for tenant deptA (https://deptA.hcpma. example.com:8000). 

C. Create a data access account for the deptA-user. 

D. Create a system account for the deptA-user. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

When referring to replication topologies, up to how many inbound links can a HCP system have? 

A. 1 inbound link 

B. 2 inbound links 

C. 5 inbound links 

D. 10 inbound links 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

You are configuring a HCP 500 solution with AMS 2100 storage. You choose to configure the storage devices first in the
list of tasks associated with this process. What is the reason for sequencing the tasks in this way? 

A. The HCP software must first be installed on the AMS 2100 for access. 

B. Formatting the storage containers will take a considerable amount of time. 

C. You must have the data LUNs established before you can install the core OS. 

D. The HCP command LUN must be established on the AMS 2100. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

When a replication link is failed over, what happens to the tenants and directories on the replica HCP? 

A. They are marked online. 
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B. They become read-only. 

C. They become read/write. 

D. They are marked offline. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You are establishing a replication link between two HCP platforms. You set the performance level as part of the
configuration options. What does this setting indicate? 

A. the server priority rate for nodes associated with that replication link 

B. the amount of bandwidth made available for replication on the link 

C. the number of concurrent replication operations that can occur on each node 

D. the data transfer rate associated with each tenant namespace 

Correct Answer: C 
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